Enki Grade Two
Cuisenaire Rod Workbook

Cuisenaire Rods*
For the teachers only: Uses and Progression
Cuisenaire Rods are small, colored rods which progress from the ones or “unit” cubes (1
cm in all sides), up through “10 unit stick” (the equivalent of ten cubes lined up together We
recommend using wooden rods:

					

. . . and so on

There are many different ways these can be used, from completely self-directed and unstructured building activities, to the workbooks and games. Frequently in other programs,
Cuisenaire rods are used with younger children so that they develop a sense of equivalency.
However, in the Enki program we do not use this kind of material with younger children
because it has a finite shape and a “learning destination,” both of which actually close down
or limit their thinking. Therefore, we wait until Grade One, when the children are naturally more focused on destination. At that point, we introduce the Cuisenaire Rods as we are
already working to help the children gain ease and understanding of addition and subtraction processes, and even multiplication and division. While we do allow the children to
build freely with these in Choice Times and in certain remedial activities (see Skill Building
Materials/ Skill Building and Remedial, Tutorial, and Choice Time Activities), for the most
part, once they have had some time to explore the rods freely, we are working in a more
structured manner using this booklet.
In Grades One and Two, we recommend carefully writing the unit value in permanent
marker on all sides of one end of all except the units rods. We do not point this out to the
children, but we leave this non-conceptual reminder of the value to support the mastery of
number facts, as they play games and do worksheets.

and so on.

PROGRESSION:
1) In the second grade, whether or not the children are meeting this work for the first
time, they will initially meet the rods just as a building tool. Their light weight and small
size make them both appealing and challenging to build with. In the course of this building the children develop fine motor control, balance, and a sense of proportion, as well as a
sense of the relationships between the rods;
2) Fairly early in the year the children begin working in these Cuisenaire workbooks.
These books have been set up to progress from the simple “getting used to the rods” stage,
right through complex problems and puzzles;
The workbooks are structured for the children to explore the four processes of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division at a non-conscious level. The children begin by
unknowingly playing with these processes, and later on they discover the mathematical
relationships. Likewise, the children are given number names for the rods (rod LG3, rod Y5),
but we do not bring their conscious attention to the difference between 3 and 7. We leave the
children the magic of discovering number relationships for themselves when they are ready.
We are using these to support learning the computation processes, so right from the
beginning we call the rods by a “color/number” code or name. Again, we do not bring conscious attention to it but leave the connection to be discovered later. Each of these is a small
discovery, but the exercising involved in these small, self-directed discoveries strengthens
the child’s compass so that their “true north” lies in looking for what can be discovered. For
that muscle to gain enduring strength it must be built up one small experience at a time,
and not in huge, occasional wonders.
3) The sheets in the first section of the workbook should be done in order. When the
children have had some practice with a skill, to make things less pedantic we put in a few
puzzles that draw on that specific skill. There are also puzzles and games at the end of the
book that can be done in any order, as long as that skill has already been tackled. Some
children are spatially gifted and find the puzzles make sense to them before the simpler exercises are complete. Since these draw on different skills, puzzles can also be used to break
up the potentially pedantic progression of pages without throwing the children in over their
heads. Because you print these and put them in a binder, you can and should change the
order to meet your child(ren).
4) There are a variety of Cuisenaire partner and class games that the adult will have
to initially teach the small groups. These work with the same principles, but in yet another
form. These are in the puzzles ad games section, but can they also be done at any time after
that skill is introduced.
5) Time to begin! Initially the children need to connect the color codes with the color
rods. We are not going to point out the numeric relationship because - although it seems
obvious to us - it is a big discovery for them.. The central point of the rod work is the opportunity for discovery!

Parent in Massachusetts
My seven year old, was working on the Cuisenaire worksheets. As is described in the Enki instructions, I had written the number value of each rod
on the rods. He had been matching the different rods to the grids on the page
and coloring them in accordingly. He was doing this quite easily so I assumed
he understood the relationship of the rods to the grids.
I happened to walk by when he was doing his fourth or fifth one, a Red #2
rod. He commented: “Hmm. . . . Mama, it’s funny how the #2 Red rod takes
up two squares.” It was almost accidental that he noticed the relationship, in
a wonderful way. It was like a light bulb went on. He felt like he was the first
one to discover that relationship – it was his discovery. The funny thing is
that since he had already done four or five, I assumed he had understood it the
way we do. But when he said that, I got to actually see him get it.

The pages that follow should all be printed up and put in a binder to make the children’s
Cuisenaire Rod Workbook. HOWEVER, once you are rolling, you may want to do more of
a given kind, or fewer. It is up to the adult to pace them such that the children are engaged,
but not overwhelmed, and print the sheets up accordingly.
The last half of this set brings in games, puzzles, and comparisons to spice up the practice.
The comparison’s, particularly, can be used early on to add variety. We recommend that the
teacher look through all these so you know what you have to draw from when variety is
needed.

Sideways Rod Match
• Find the rod that matches each rectangle and color the rectangle with
that same color. Each of these is called a rod.

Learning Your Rods
• Using your last completed worksheet, color a circle around each letter/
number combination on the left, in the color that matches that rod.
For example, the Bk 7 label matched a black rod. Make a black circle
around the Bk 7 on the previous page.
• Find that rod and put it in the rectangle below, starting the rod all the
way on the left of the rectangle. Draw a line where it ends.
• Using a crayon the color of that rod, color the correct part of the
rectangle to show that rod.

Meet the Cuisenaire Train

Trains are any rods put end to end:

Train tracks are the rectangles that have the “boxes” marked on them:

Cars are the rods themselves when they are lined up to make a train:

Units are the White rods or cubes, or these same spaces in the tracks. When a unit is part of
a car, it is called a seat. This is one unit:

Building Match #1
• Color a circle around each name (letter/number combination) so that
it matches the one you did on the last page - e.g. LG3 is light green.
• Find the rod that matches each circled name (letter/number combination), and put it on the-track next to that label. Line it up on the tracks.
• Move the rods so that all of them fit to make a puzzle on the maze.
• Color the tracks with the colors of the rods that you used for your
puzzle, and put the rods away.
• Some of the tracks still have no color on them. Can you find a single
rod that will fit on each blank track so that all tracks are full?
• Using a crayon the color of each of the new rods you have added to fill
your puzzle, color the track so that it is full.

Ride the Rails
• Find the rod that fits all the way across horizontally. Color one row in
that rod color. Write the name of that rod at the end of the line.
• Find as many ways as you can to put cars together, to make a train the
same length as this first rod. Put one car combination on each horizontal row. You can use as many cars as you like in each train.
• Color in the boxes in the car-colors used to create these trains. Write
the letter/number of that car at the end of the line e.g. LG3 R2 Y5.

Building Match #2
• Color a matching circle around each name as you have done before.
• Find the rods that match the names, and lay them on the tracks such
that all will fit the maze.
• Remove each rod, one at a time, and color in the tracks it covered with
that color. Then put that rod away.
• Are there still some empty tracks without train cars? Put in rods so
that all the tracks are connected. Color in, in the colors you chose, and
label that rod at the end.

Ride the Rails #2
• Find the rod that fits all the way across horizontally. Color one row in
that rod color. Write the name of that rod at the end of the line.
• Find as many ways as you can to put cars together, to make a train the
same length as this first rod. Put one car combination on each horizontal row. You can use as many cars as you like in each train.
• Color in the boxes in the car colors used to create these trains. Write
the letter/number of that car at the end of the line: e.g R2 LG3.

Two Car Trains
• Find the rod that matches the top row in each block.
• Color in that section accordingly.
• Find the two car trains that match this rod.
• Color in the boxes accordingly, and write all names at the end of the
line as you have been doing.

Three Car Trains
• Find the rod that matches the top row in each block.
• Color in that section accordingly.
• Find the three car trains that match this rod.
• Color in the boxes accordingly, and write all names at the end of the
line as you have been doing

Long Trains
• Find the rod that matches the whole empty track below and color it in
accordingly.
• Now find all the two car trains that match this rod, and color them in.
• Write the name over each car (as shown) in the car’s color.

* Equation symbols should only be added at the child’s initiation

More Long Trains
• Continue making different O10 trains as you did last time.

Get There in Time
• Find the rod that matches the whole empty track below and color it in
accordingly.
• Now find all the two car trains that match this rod and color them in.
• Write the name over each car (as shown) in the car’s color.

More on the line
Continue as you did on the Get There in Time sheet.

Puzzle Time on the Line:
• As you have seen, each of the trains can be made up of many car combinations. Build the puzzle below with 2 car trains on each track.
• Color each track accordingly.
• Write the names of cars you used and what matching rod they made
when put together.

Trouble Now: no doubles!
• As you have seen, each of these trains can be made up of many cars.
Build the puzzle below with 2 car trains on each track, BUT this time,
don’t use any car twice on the same track, and don’t use the same
combination more than once.
• Color each track accordingly.
• Write the names of cars you used and what the single rod matches the
train you made.

Don’t Be Late
• Find the rod that matches the whole empty track below and color it in
accordingly.
• Now find all the two car trains that match this rod and color them in.
• Write the name over each car (as shown) in the car’s color.

Continued on the next page.

We won’t wait! - continuedd from Don’t Be Late

Full of Tricks
• Now try the same thing as you did with Don’t be Late with these
tracks.

Bizarre Buildings
• Now you know how to match the rods with multiple train cars. In the
Bizarre Building below, first put the single rod that fits each space. DO
NOT color it, but put the name underneath or over in the rod’s color.
• Now fill each train with matching two cars instead of the one long one
shown.
• Color each train accordingly.
• Write the names of the cars you used next to them.

Building Madness
• Using your rods, figure out which matches each track such that all
tracks are full.
• Write the name of that rod in its color, as close to the end of it as you
can.
• Now put all your rods in groups of 3 matching rods.
• Build the building below with 3 MATCHING cars in each train. You
can repeat those three car trains as many times as you need to.
• Write the names of the cars used, in their color.

Share to be Fair
O10 has all and that’s not fair.
So now we must teach her to share!
• O10 must give something away; but not everything! She will keep
whatever car is named on top of the right side of her train. Find the car
for the part she will keep, and color it in.
• Can you find the car she is giving away? Color that one; write its name
on top of it.*
For Example:

* ADULTS: equation symbols should only be added at the child’s initiation.

Generosity
• O10 is still eager to share; can you help her out? Continue doing what
you did last time.

Fair is Fine, Every Time
B9 has all and that’s not fair.
So now we must teach him to share!
• B9 must give something away; but not everything! She will keep
whatever car is named on top of the right side of her train. Find the car
for the part she will keep and color it in.
• Can you find the car she is giving away? Color that one; write its name
on top of it.*

* ADULTS: equation symbols should only be added at the child’s initiation.

One More Try
Y5 has all and that’s not fair.
So now we must teach her to share!
• Y5 must give something away; but not everything! She will keep
whatever car is named on top of the right side of her train. Find the car
for the part she will keep, and color it in.
• Can you find the car she is giving away? Color that one; write its name
on top of it.*

* ADULTS: equation symbols should only be added at the child’s initiation.

Building Stairs
• Can you build a staircase using exactly one rod of each color? Color
each stair.

Stepping Stairs
• Can you build a staircase using the following rods only: One O10; one
B8; one DG6; one P4; and one R2? Color each stair.

Striding up Stairs
• Can you build a staircase using the following rods only: one B9, one
Bk7; one Y5; one LG3; and one W1? Color each stair.

Stair Step Math
Take out your Building Stairs picture #1.
In the picture of the stairs, how much taller is each step than the one below it?
What rod fills that space? Color and write the name of the rod, on the track to the
right.
.

How much taller is the top step than the bottom? Draw that rod on
the track to the left, and write the name of the rod.

How much shorter is the bottom step than the top? Draw that rod on the track at
right, and write the name of the rod.

Stair Step Math
Take out your Stepping Stairs picture #2
How much taller is each step than the one below it? Draw that rod below, and write its name
over it.

How much taller is the top step than the bottom? Draw that rod below, and write its name.

How much shorter is the bottom step than the top? Draw that rod below, and write its name.

Write the number of each stair rod in order. What is special about these numbers?

Stair Step Math
Take out your Striding up Stairs picture #3
How much taller is each step than the one below it? Draw that rod below, and write the
name of the rod that shows this.

How much taller is the top step than the bottom? Draw that rod below, and write the name
of the rod that shows this.

How much shorter is the bottom step than the top? Draw that rod below, and write the
name of the rod that shows this.

Write the number of the each stair rod in order. What is special about these numbers?

Teacher’s note:
By the time the children have gone through to this point (the basic addition and subtraction
sheets), you will probably have completed your Four Processes Reawakening. If this learning has been through the full cycle, (open intake, sleep, and reawakening) before, this is a
good time to go back through the early sheets and spark mathematical connections—if the
children have not already done this on their own.
Whether or not they have made the conceptual connection, they will likely not have put
any mathematical symbols on their Cuisenaire sheets yet. If you feel they are ready for the
challenge, and you have worked with the story material, at this point ask them to go back
through each sheet starting at “Ride the Rails” to see if they can figure out which of the
“characters” (computational processes) has been busy there. They will have to figure out
which graphings of rods express addition, which subtraction. Have them put the correct
sign in the right place. Give them as little information as possible. Let them struggle and
discover.
If they are not getting it, give clues but not answers. This is a big moment for the light bulb
to go on, if it hasn’t already. Remember the same arrangement of rods can be expressing
either addition or subtraction, depending on the placement or the numbers and equation
signs.
When you get to the last set, the “stair-step building” group, it is a good time to work with
Fact Families too.
Ask the children to find one rod that will make each stair as big as the one to its right. Now
help them write a list of addition equations for each pair of rods, in one vertical list, e.g.
R2 + R2 = P4
P4 + R2 = DG6
DG6 + R2 = B8

Then ask what the difference is between each rod and the next of the steps. You have already
written these as addition equations, now help them write a vertical column to the right of
the addition one, with the subtraction equation. Keep these lined up.
R2 + R2 = P4			

P4 - R2 = R2

P4 + R2 = DG6			

DG6 - R2 = P4

DG6 + R2 = B8			

B8 - R2 = DG 6

Let the children look at these and explore relationships. If you have already done Fact Families, the children should notice that this is what they have here. If not, or if it needs strengthening, this is a good time to work with Fact Families (go to the main Math book for information on working with Fact Families).
We will now go on to work with multiplication and division with the Cuisenaire rods.

Roadway Tracks
• Game #1: Build your own train-track using any rods you like to move
through the maze from the starting point to end.
• You can combine single cars to get from the start to the end, BUT you
can only turn at the end of any given train you make - i.e. you can put cars
together to build a train, and you can pass an intersection and go to
the next one before turning, BUT you cannot leave part of a train or
part of a car hanging off the end after a turn; you must turn at the end
of a given train, not within it.
• Color the tracks you have chosen to take with the car colors.

Track Match
• Game #2: Build your own train track through the maze just as you
did in Game #1, but this time, any given train MUST use only one kind
of car.
• You will still turn at the end of any given train, so you can pass an
intersection and go to the next before turning, but you cannot leave
part of a car hanging off the end after a turn (i.e. you must turn at the
end of a given train, not within it).
• Color the tracks you have chosen to take with the car colors.

Bargain Tracks
• Game #3: Build a train track just as you have been, BUT, this time
using as FEW separate rods as you can to get from the start to the
end. As before, no rod can extend past any turning point (i.e. each
train must end and another begin in the adjacent spaces—no cars can
extend to empty space).
• You gain one point for each rod used, and you want to get the lowest
score to win. Each player works on his own sheet.

Better Train Tracks
• Game #4: This time build a train track from start to end, but again,
any given train MUST use only one kind of car. Use as MANY separate
cars as you can to get from the start to the end. As before, no rod can
extend past any turning point (i.e. each road must end and another
begin in the adjacent spaces—no cars can extend to empty space).
• Color the train you have made.
• You still gain one point for each rod used, BUT all W1 rods used are
subtracted from your total! And you want to get the highest score to
win. Each player works on his own sheet.

Friends and Family
Friends are fun and family’s great,
But twins and triplets win the race!
• Find a rod to fill the empty track below and color it in. Write the name
of that on the top right as shown.
• Each of the big tracks can be made by putting smaller cars of the same
color on each track, several times. Find the pairs of twins or sets of
triplets that can fill the rod track below exactly, but this time you must
use the number of cars named on the far left of each track.
• On top of the train tracks, near the middle of the track, write down
the cars’ name (as shown).
• Color the train, marking where each car ended, with a line or a different design. For Example:

Cart wheeling
• Find some more twins and triplets; the number on the left tells you
how many of each car it should take to fill the track, cars must be
identical.
• Write the name for the cars you use, near the middle.
• Color in the train, marking with a line or design where one each
ended.

Fancy Family Friends
• Find the rod or rods needed to fill the blank tracks under each lined
track.
• Write the name of the rod or rods at the right end of the train you made
on the empty (blank) track.
• Write the total number of seats (squares on the track) at the right end of
the lined track line above the train.
• Then use 3 or more of the same cars to make up the trains below. Mark the
end point of each rod.
• Write the name for the rods you used over the top and color the train,
near the middle.
• On the left hand side, write down how many times you used that rod.

Fantastic Fun!
• Use two cars to make each big train. Color them in on the lower,
empty track and write their names on the right of the train you have
made.
• Count all of the seats (squares on the track) and put that number on
the far right of the lined track.
• Each of these trains can be made by putting the same size cars on
the tracks several times. Find the sets of twins or triplets, or bigger
groups of the same size rod that can fill the tracks exactly.
• In front of the train on the left, write down how many times you used
the rod.
• On top of the rod tracks write down the car name, near the middle.
Color in the rods on the tracks, marking where each ends.

Friends Try Again
• Find two cars to make the long train below and color the lower track.
• Still using only one car, many times on each track, see if you can fill
the tracks above the colored track, in a different way than you did
before.
• Label the track as you have done before.

Daring Deeds
• The first job is to find the single rod that fits the empty, lower track,
and color and mark that as you have been doing.
• Each of the trains above the track you have just colored will be made
up of several identical cars. Each car will have one or more seats (single
squares).
Each train also has its own conductor, and each conductor has just one
job; he must make sure that each car on his train has exactly the same
number of seats as all other cars on the same train.
• Count up how many seats there are in the whole train and write it to
the left of the train track; be sure the number at the left matches that
number of seats.
• The next number to the right tells you how many cars make up this
train.
• Your job is to figure out which Cuisenaire Rod, when used the
number of times shown, will fill each train exactly—remember the
conductor is making sure all cars have the same number of seats!
• Color in the train to match the rods you used. Make a clear, dark line
at the end of each car (or use a different design for each car, as shown),
and write the name of the type of rod you used on the far right as
shown.

Done Deals
Following the same rules as those for Daring Deeds, complete the trains below.

Difficult Doings
• The first job now is to find the rods that fit each empty, lower track,
and color that track as you have been. Do this with any two rods—
two only. This time write the number of seats (single squares) of the
whole track on the far left, up by the lined track (as was provided on
earlier sheets).
• As before, each of the tracks below will hold trains made up of several
identical cars. Each car will have one or more seats (single squares).
Each car also has its own conductor, and each conductor has just one
job; he must make sure that each car on his train has exactly the same
number of seats as all other cars on the same train.
• Your job is to figure out which one kind of rod can be used repeatedly
to fill each train exactly—remember the conductor is making sure all
cars have the same number of seats!
• Color in the train to match the rods you used. Make a clear, dark line
at the end of each car, or draw a design to show separate cars.
• Write the name of the type of rod you used on the far right as before,
but this time you also need to write how many times you used it, over
the middle of the train.

Dramatic Dances
Following the same rules as in Difficult Doings, complete the trains below.

Dancing Deeds
Following the same rules as in Difficult Doings, complete the trains below.

Teachers:
The children have now done both the multiplication and the division sheets. Go back through
the multiplication sheets and see if they see the mathematical relationship, or ask leading questions—as always, ask the simplest question to allow the children’s “organ of discovery” to kick
in.
Then head into division. First job is just to notice that division is the process happening. We
want to bring their attention to division THROUGH DISCOVERY. To do this, go back through
the division sheets asking leading questions, always giving the least information possible.
Division is a hard process to put language to, so patience and guidance will be needed, but we
recommend focusing on “sharing equally.”
After that, we want to help the children to notice the inverse nature of multiplication and division just as we did with addition and subtraction, something they have already met in Grade 1.
They may have noticed the similarity; they may not have. In either case, as always, we recommend starting as simply as possible, leaving the maximum opportunity for discovery; just ask
if they see which story character is active in these pages.
They may well look at a division problem and read it, or say it as a multiplication problem,
saying that Max Multiply (or the Air Fairies) is active. Acknowledge that that is one correct
possibility. Ask them to state the number sentence with multiplication out loud. They will
probably say something like 10 is 5 times 2. That is correct and should be appreciated. But it is
not division.
Try to lead the children through the actual process of division, giving as little help as possible,
but as much as necessary. For example, “What do we know? We are starting with 10 seats on
the whole train. We know there are 5 cars. We are looking to see how many seats must be in
each car for this to be fair (equal/even – all these are division words and clues). What is happening to the 10 seats to make it possible to have them in 5 cars?” They may well say something like, “Some go in each car.” True enough – using different rods, show them how some
can go in each car but it won’t be even. Keep playing with it until they are sparked to say, “No!
You have to divide (or share) them evenly!” Then you can underscore the word “divide” and
help them end up saying, “We started with 10 seats, divided them into five groups, and wound
up with 2 seats in each car (10 divided by 5 equals 2).”
If they haven’t connected, ask more questions. After each question or direction give time for the
light to go on. If it doesn’t, go on to the next question; any one may be the light switch. Remember it is the process of discovery that matters to learning—not the algorithm or mechanics which
the children could memorize at any point!
• Tell them to write the equals sign just before the right hand number.
• Ask if they can make a number sentence that will read from left to right
ending with equals #? (whatever is there). Ask them to read it out loud.
• If they are not getting it yet, ask what happened to the ten seats that
made them wind up in separate and identical cars.
• Still not there? Find ways to lead – e.g. “The ten seats had to be (what?) to
get into cars.” They may say words like, ”shared,” “broken down,” “taken apart,” or “grouped.” Any word like that is a word for divided. Just
acknowledge that they are right and ask which character from the story
does that job.

• Ask if they know the math word for “shared (or whatever they offered).” Help them state the sentence as “ten divided by five equals
two.”
Finally, when the light is quite fully on, have the children go through these pages and put
the correct number signs in to make an accurate number sentence.
The remaining sheets are games and puzzles and comparison sheets that use some or many
of the four processes. They can be used at any time in this process to spark engagement and
fun. If you haven’t done a particular mathematical process working with the rods, you can
still do any sheet, just tailor the phrasing in the directions and don’t add the written equation.

Cuisenaire Puzzles

Bobbing Boats
• Using just each rod just ONCE, can you build the sailboat below?
You can make trains to fill any track, but any given rod can’t be used
again.
• Be sure to fill the underwater part of the boat too – or it will sink!
• Color in the spaces as you have laid out the rods.

Bobbing Boats
• Using just ONE of each rod, can you build the sailboat below in another way?
• Color in the spaces as you have laid out the rods.

Daring Dog
• Using just ONE of each rod, can you build the dog below?
• Color in the spaces as you have laid out the rods.

Bull Dog
• Using just ONE of each rod, can you build the dog below a different
way?
• Color in the spaces as you have laid out the rods.

Devilish Dog
• Using just ONE of each rod, can you build the dog below yet another
way?
• Color in the spaces as you have laid out the rods.

Gorgeous Giraffe
• Using just ONE of each rod, can you build the giraffe below?
• Color in the spaces as you have laid out the rods.

Gorgeous Giraffe
• Using just ONE of each rod, can you build the giraffe below a different way?
• Color in the spaces as you have laid out the rods.

Giant Giraffe
• Using just ONE of each rod, can you build the giraffe below yet another way?
• Color in the spaces as you have laid out the rods.

Red Giraffe
• Give the Giraffe a white nose.
• See how many red rods it will take to build all the rest of him. Color
in the spaces as you have laid out the rods and number every R2.

White Giraffe
• Give the Giraffe a red nose.
• See how many white rods it will take to build all the rest of him. Color
in the spaces as you have laid out the rods and number every W1.

Toy Store
On the following sheets, use any number of rods, repeating as you choose, to make a toy
animal or vehicle or tool. Once you have made your toy, figure out its value in white rods,
and put a price tag on it. For example:

Buying Boats
• Choose 8 different rods to build a boat.
• Color in the boat you have made.
• Write down the number of each rod and total it up to see how much it
is worth.

Your Choice!
• Print up as many empty grids as you like and make a toy store full of
animals and characters.
• Make up rules to challenge friends and family, e.g. can you build this
with only one kid of rod? Can you build this without repeating rods?

Building Mazes
• You have worked through mazes before. This time, you can build the
maze-train any way that works. Print this up repeatedly so you can
see how many different ways you can do it. Write down the number
of ways you come up with.
• Color the maze-trains you make, and then write down the number of
rods in each train over to the side. Add up the numbers of the rods
you have used to find the value of the maze you built. Again, all W1
blocks are subtracted from the total.

Teachers:
If the children have made their own toys, go back and count up their value.
In the next section you will find partner games. We have included one of each different grid.
You print up as many as you need for the number of children and the number of times they
want to play. The same games are played initially with each child working on his own grid,
and later, with both building together on one grid, racing against the clock.

Cuisenaire Games

Sailing Partners:
The goal of this game is to build the sail boat completely as quickly as you can. Each player
works on his own boat.
• Each player throws the dice and takes the rod that has that number of
seats:
If you throw an 11, use the W1 rod.
If you throw a 12, lose a turn.
• You use as many of the rod shown on the dice as you can. Any time
you throw a number that you can’t use, these go back into the pile (a
lost turn).

Walk Your Dogs:
The goal of this game is to build a dog as quickly as you can. Each player works on his own
dog.
• Each player throws the dice and takes the rod that has that number of
seats:
If you throw an 11, use the W1 rod.
If you throw a 12, lose a turn.
• You use as many of the rod shown on the dice as you can. Any time
you throw a number that you can’t use, these go back into the pile (a
lost turn).

Feed Your giraffe:
• Each player throws the dice and takes the rod that has that number of
seats:
If you throw an 11, use the W1 rod.
If you throw a 12, lose a turn.
• You use as many of the rod shown on the dice as you can. Any time
you throw a number that you can’t use, these go back into the pile (a
lost turn).

Angry Alligators:
The goal of this game is to build the alligator as quickly as you can. Each player works on
his own.
• Each player throws the dice and takes the rod that has that number of
seats:
If you throw an 11, use the W1 rod.
If you throw a 12, lose a turn.
• You use as many of the rod shown on the dice as you can. Any time
you throw a number that you can’t use, these go back into the pile (a
lost turn).

Sailing Partners:
The goal of this game is to build the most valuable sail boat as you can. This time do this as
either a competitive or a cooperative game.
• Each player throws the dice and takes the rod that has that number of
seats:
If you throw an 11, use the W1 rod.
If you throw a 12, lose a turn.
• You use as many of the rod shown on the dice as you can. Any time
you throw a number that you can’t use, these go back into the pile (a
lost turn).
• THE CATCH: when you add up the value of your boat, you can only
count the even numbered rods. Play again, counting only odd rods, or
multiples of 2, 3, or 4.

Walk Your Dogs:
The goal of this game is to build a dog as quickly as you can. This can be done as a competitive or as a cooperative game.
• Each player throws the dice and takes the rod that has that number of
seats:
If you throw an 11, use the W1 rod.
If you throw a 12, lose a turn.
• You use as many of the rod shown on the dice as you can. Any time
you throw a number that you can’t use, these go back into the pile (a
lost turn).
• THE CATCH: when you add up the value of your boat, you can only
count the even numbered rods. Play again, counting only odd rods, or
multiples of 2, 3, or 4.

Feed Your giraffe:
The goal of this game is to build the most valuable giraffe you can. This time do this as
either a competitive or a cooperative game.
• Each player throws the dice and takes the rod that has that number of
seats:
If you throw an 11, use the W1 rod.
If you throw a 12, lose a turn.
• You use as many of the rod shown on the dice as you can. Any time
you throw a number that you can’t use, these go back into the pile (a
lost turn).
• THE CATCH: when you add up the value of your boat, you can only
count the even numbered rods. Play again, counting only odd rods, or
multiples of 2, 3, or 4..

Angry Alligators:
The goal of this game is to build the most valuable alligator as you can. This time do this as
either as a competitive of a cooperative game.
• Each player throws the dice and takes the rod that has that number of
seats:
If you throw an 11, use the W1 rod.
If you throw a 12, lose a turn.
• You use as many of the rod shown on the dice as you can. Any time
you throw a number that you can’t use, these go back into the pile (a
lost turn).
• THE CATCH: when you add up the value of your boat, you can only
count the even numbered rods. Play again, counting only odd rods, or
multiples of 2, 3, or 4.e

Making Mazes
You have worked through many mazes; now it is time to make your own. Using the sheet
below and “white out” to empty spaces, make a maze for someone else to solve!

Cuisenaire Comparison Activities

Teachers:
Once the children are familiar with the Cuisenaire rods, the following sheets can be used
for ongoing practice of comparisons such as odd/even, and greater less throughout the year.

Odd or Even Rods
• Find the rod that matches the long train.
• Color it in and write its code beside it.
• Can you find one other rod that can fit in twice to exactly fit?
• Which trains have just two partners? Write Even next to them.
• Which can be broken into groups of two? Write Even next to them.
• Which trains have a leader? Write Odd next to them.

Todd and Evan Ride the Rails
• Continue as you did last time, labeling odd and even.

Rod Match
• Find the rod to fill each space, and then color the space.
• Look at the Greater/Less sign. Then find any other rod to make a true
sentence. Put it on the right hand side, and be sure it is correct.
• Color the spaces of the rod you have chosen.

Greater/Less Rod Match
• Find a rod to completely fill each space, and then color the space.
• Using your crown, show which is bigger; draw the crown in.
• Under it write the number sentence for those rods.

More Rods to Rate
• Complete this chart to show which is the greatest, just as you did the
last one.
• Write the codes for the rods and the number sentence below.

Rods Racing
• Complete this chart to show which is the greatest, just as you did the
last one.
• Write the codes for the rods and the number sentence below.

Cuisenaire Compare
• Complete this chart to show which is the greatest, just as you did the
last one.
• Write the codes for the rods and the number sentence below.

Rod Match #2
• Complete this chart to show which is the greatest, just as you did the
last one.
• Write the codes for the rods and the number sentence below

Maze Track Series
The next and last activities all work with comparing to the previous maze activities (Roadway Tracks Game #1, Track Match Game #2, Bargain Tracks Game #3, Better Train Tracks
#4. The children will need the adult to help guide them through these.
Directions: Here you find this same maze you have used before in other activities, but each
of these is marked with different starting and stopping points. Start with Maze Magic #1.
Use the directions for Roadway Tracks Game #1 and do the maze. Then do Maze Magic #2
with these same directions. Then Maze Magic #3.
Now go through each of those and add up how many separate cars you used to complete
the maze and write that on that page.
Now lay all FOUR (including the original Roadway Tracks) out to look and compare
See if you can find any similarities between the 4 ways (old one and 3 new ones). Then look
for differences between the 4. For each begin with comparing only one at a time to the original (Roadway Tracks) and ask:
• Is there anything similar about the first pair? Different?
• Anything similar about the second set? Different?
• Anything similar about the third? Different?
Now look at all 4. Do you see a pattern in similarities and differences in the four approaches? Leave room for the children to see things you don’t see. That’s part of the fun, and it is
not possible for us to forsee all maze solutions they will come up with. Play with this undertaking.
You can do this same thing with each of the Tracks Games series listed above, games #1, 2,
3, and 4). Then, one pair at a time, compare the sheets with the sheet with same instructions,
but different Start and End points.
Likely, you will not want to do all in a straight run - spread them out. We are just using
these to increase the children’s capacity to look for patterns; it doesn’t matter what patterns
they find but it does matter that they are engaged and not burdened.
The final maze in this collection is a “free maze.” Just play with it whenever a greater play
space is needed. The blank graph sheet also can be used to build buildings and make mazes
without instructions, to shift to the play mood.

Maze Magic #1

Maze Magic #2

Maze Magic #3

